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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

The authors have raised an important point, however the study methodology is weak. 

AKI in SAP patients is caused by a variety of factors. In a retrospective analysis, it is 

difficult to take into account all of them. Furthermore, in critically ill patients, serum 

magnesium levels are a dynamic measure that is affected by a variety of circumstances. 

As a result, a study relying on a single baseline value may yield incorrect conclusions.  

Because I couldn't find tables and figures in the text or attachment files, I couldn't make 

sense of the full paper. Has it gone missed in some way?  The authors should specify 

how many patients with low serum magnesium levels developed AKI versus those with 

levels above the cut-off. What was the time between the detection of low serum 

magnesium and the onset of AKI? The grammar of English (verbs, tenses, and so on) 

needs to be improved.  English grammar (phrases, tense etc) needs improvement.   

The title “Serum magnesium as an indicator of acute kidney injury prediction in acute 

pancreatitis patients” can be better represented as “Serum magnesium level as an 

predictor of acute kidney injury in patients with acute pancreatitis .” 

 


